
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Rothwell Primary School 

Suggested Home Learning For Key Stage 1 and 2 

As a school, we are excited to be able to use Google Classroom (GC) to support home learning after the 
Easter Holidays. This will be a platform where children will have monitored home learning set each day, can 
find useful links and activities, can post the work they have completed as well as interact with a teacher from 
within their phase. This will help provide some level of routine and continuity to the children’s education while 
school closures remain in place across the UK. 

Y5/6 are already familiar with using Google Classroom and Y3/4 have been introduced; Y1/2 has now been 
set-up and log-in details will be emailed out soon.   

GC is available as an APP on tablets and mobile phones and is also available as a desktop/laptop version. 
Although GC looks slightly different depending on the device you choose, the functions remain the same. 

 LOGGING ON FROM A DESKTOP 

 Option 1: Using Google, search for ‘Google Classroom’. 

 Option 2: From the school website, click on Menu in the 
top right hand corner, then locate ‘NEW Home Learning 
Information’ in the Pupil section. This has a direct link to 
the GC platform.  

 To login to GC, your child will need their email address and a password. 

LOGGING ON FROM AN IPAD/IPHONE 

 Download the Google Classroom APP. 

 To login to GC, your child will need their email address 
(which is their username) and a password. 

 At this point, it might also be worthwhile downloading the 
Google Docs and Google Slides APPs. 

We’d encourage you in the first instance to simply have a look around the platform with your child and famil-
iarise yourselves with the different areas. The key area your child will be using for their learning is 
‘Classwork’ - this is where learning ’Assignments’ will be posted.  

The GC platform will allow your child’s teacher to post activities and learning on a daily basis. Your child can 
decide to complete tasks by typing straight into the documents found in ‘My Work’, or they can write on paper 
or in their own books - whichever method is chosen will be great to practise and showcase their fantastic 
learning! Google Docs and Google Slides are built in as part of the desktop version of GC and will be used 
by your child to complete their learning; however the APPs need downloading separately if using GC on an 
iPad or iPhone. 

The daily timetable and tasks will be released from 7am each morning, ready to complete as best fits with 
your schedule. Children will be asked to ’hand in’ certain tasks and information about this will be on your dai-
ly timetable. Submitted work will be acknowledged and teachers from each phase will be online at certain 
points during the school day to answer any queries if needed.  


